Existing data cuts into MSSM parameter space.
PAMELA will
Antiprotons and continuum gamma rays soon have more data are strongly correlated (through fragmentation of quark jets).
No correlation for lines

Summary for antiprotons
Measured rate agrees well with standard background estimate (secondary production from cosmic rays interacting with gas and dust in the galaxy). This can be used to set limits on the yield of antiprotons from "exotic" sources like dark matter annihilation.
The production rate for antiprotons in DM ihil ti is st l l t d t DM annihilation is strongly correlated to the continuum gamma rate. 
Summary for neutrinos
Can not be detected from annihilation in the halo (the interaction rate of in the halo (the interaction rate of neutrinos are too small), except perhaps in the case of an extreme concentration of DM (a "spike") near the black hole at the galactic center.
However, gravitational trapping of DM in the Sun may give a signal with a striking signature. The Earth seems g g . E m less promising due to the strong limits now coming from direct detection. GLAST simulation by A. Sellerholm Could the diffuse extragalactic gamma-ray background be generated by neutralino annihilations? • To produce the extragalactic diffuse dark matter signal, the redshift has to be included -this has not been done! (A.Sellerholm) .) are certainly possible -LHC will be decisive • New (direct and) indirect detection experiments will reach deep into theory parameter space, some not reachable at LHC • Indications of gamma-ray excess from Galactic Center and the extragalactic diffuse gamma-rays. However, need more definitive spectral signature -the gamma line would be a "smoking gun" • The various indirect and direct detection methods are complementary h h d LHC to each other and to LHC • The hunt is going on -many new experiments coming! • GLAST opens a new window: will search for "hot spots" in the sky with high sensitivity up to 300 GeV • PAMELA may revolutionize measurements of e + and antiprotons • The dark matter problem may be near its solution…
Summary of detection methods
Summary for TeV dark matter Unique opportunity for ground-based Air Cherenkov telescopes. Many interesting possibilities for enhanced g p rates, for masses even beyond the LHC limit. Unfortunately, the striking TeV signal from the galactic center detected by HESS does not seem to be compatible with DM annihilation. The g c source what ever it is The g.c. source, what ever it is, produces a difficult background for DM searches. Hoever, still an important window at 10 -200 GeV to probe for GLAST
